Presentation – My favourite movie
By Larry Lam (3D)

Good morning everybody. Today I’m going to share with you my favourite movie. Let me ask you some questions first. What would you do if you had to face your deepest fear – the thing that scares you most; the thing that you will never want to see in real life; the thing that gives you nightmares at night? If you met it, would you run away or pluck up your courage and face it bravely? My favourite movie “It” is about that.

The movie “It” is about the strange things happening in an old town called Derry. Once every 27 years, something odd and horrifying happens. Bill and his little brother Georgie are the main characters in the movie. One stormy day, Bill and Georgie made a paper boat and Georgie went out to play with it. Because of strong wind, the paper boat was somehow blown into a drain. Georgie was desperate to get back the boat but the drain was too dark, too deep and most importantly it looked too horrible. While Georgie was hesitating, a creepy, disgusting clown suddenly popped out of nowhere and scared the hell out of Georgie. This clown was called Penny Wise. It was a devil which had died many years ago and it fed on human’s fear, especially children’s. The more you were scared of it, the stronger it got. The clown grabbed Georgie’s hand, dragged him down into the drain and disappeared. Villagers searched everywhere but they could find neither Georgie nor the clown. Everyone thought Georgie was dead except Bill. He started researching about the strange things happened in the town in the past. Bill and his friends later found out that strange things happened every 27 years and victims reported that they had all encountered their deepest fear. Bill was convinced that all these cases were related to the clown who caught Georgie, and tried to locate it. As I said before, the clown was no ordinary people; it was a devil! It could transform into its targets’ nightmares and drain energy from them. At last, Bill and his friends all conquered their fears and defeated the clown.

I like this movie so much. On the surface, this is only an ordinary horror movie which has nothing special. But deep down, the moral behind this movie is very meaningful. The story taught me that when we encounter difficulties, or things that we don’t like, or things that we are scared of, instead of running away like a coward, we should be brave like a lion and face the challenges.
I hope everyone here can learn to face their problems after listening to my sharing.
This is the end of my presentation. Thank you for your attention.